THE WORLD’S FINEST CUTTING MACHINES

Excalibur

EXCALIBUR 5000
The unique Excalibur 5000 features two cutting heads offering four cutting tools mounted for instant selection. The
integral counterbalance ensures an easy glide cutting action, prevents damage when loading sheet materials, minimizes
operator fatigue and increases production. Second only to the new exceptional Keencut SteelTraK the Excalibur 5000 has
more advanced features than any competitive vertical cutter. Continually upgraded since its introduction in 1996
Excalibur is ideal for applications where the high performance of the SteelTraK is not required.

EXCALIBUR 1000X & 1000XE
The unique Excalibur 1000x series vertical cutter features a single sliding counter-balanced head with 3 cutting and
scoring tools ready for instant use. Equipped to cut Glass - PVC Foamboard – Fomecore - Cardboard – Acrylic
(Plexi) – Xanita and many more semi-rigid materials the Excalibur X will cut 163cm and the Excalibur XE
will cut 200cm. With a rigid clamping system, a set-for-life squaring mechanism and the
standard wall mounting or optional free-standing kit the Excalibur 1000X and XE provide
a noiseless, dust-free and cost effective
eff
f ective cutting solution for many of the
materials used in a modern sign or graphic workshop.

Excalibur Sizes
1000X = 160cm (63”)
1000XE = 205cm (80”)
5000

Will Cut...
MDF up to 3mm; Glass & Acrylic up to
6mm; PVC Foamboard, Foam-Centred
Board, Corrugated Plastics & cardboard
up to 13mm and much more...
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= 122cm (48”)
= 160cm (63”)

Features
5 year Guarantee
Full length extra-grip clamping system
Integral counterbalance for total convenience
Turn & Lock ready mounted tools for instant action
Telescopic legs adjust for height & minimum fatigue
Complete backboard set for support and convenience
Top mounted screw adjusted permanent lock squaring arm
All four blades cut on the same line; no wasted panels, no mistakes
Simple Left & Right production stops - no need for fiddly colour coding
Universal turret cutting head with automatic blade disengagement at the end of cut

Optional free-standing leg
available for this product

Related products
The Ultimat Gold is quite simply the most technically advanced, versatile and easy to use manually
operated mat cutter in the world. Built to exacting standards the precision engineered ULTIMAT GOLD
will meet the requirements of the most skilled and creative picture framer year after year. The Ultimat
Gold bench mounted mat cutter is tough, precise, built to last and exceptionally comfortable to use. The
extra wide aluminium baseboard with integral grid markings will not warp, bend or break. The Ultimat
Gold cutter head is fully adjustable to ensure no sideways play and the ingenious production stops
guarantee zero overcuts or undercuts. The Ultimat Gold accepts a range of instant fit options to make it
the most versatile mat cutter in the world.

Ultimat Gold

The Artist Plus is a superbly designed straight mat cutter that will fully meet the demands of the serious
amateur, picture framer, artist and photographer. With years of experience building the most advanced
mat cutters, Keencut engineers have created an exceptional machine capable of producing
professional quality mats without the professional price tag.
Certainly the finest mat cutter in its class the Artist Plus offers many of the features and functions of the
world beating Keencut Ultimat Gold. Created for the quality conscious framer who does not need the
speed and versatility vital to a commercial framing enterprise the Artist Plus is excellent value for
money.

Artist Plus

The Keencut Straight Edge, in silver anodised aluminium, is a superb straight edge for use in marking,
drawing, pen-lining, scoring or cutting. In fact it can be used with all types of hand-held tools where
accuracy is required. The Keencut Straight Edge is strong, precise and portable and comes fitted with
two full-length grip strips to steady the straight edge and protect sensitive surfaces.
Safe to use the straight edge has an integral finger guard and a full-length stainless steel bead to
resist wear to the edge and the tools.

Safety Edge

The Keencut Straight Edge is available in eight convenient sizes from 45cm (18”) to 180cm (72”).

All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by Keencut technicians in Corby, England
99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

